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ABSTRACT
Configuring software is a powerful means to reach functional
and performance goals of a system. However, many layers
(hardware, operating system, input data, etc.), themselves
subject to variability, can alter performances of software
configurations. For instance, configurations’ options of the
x264 video encoder may have very different effects on x264’s
encoding time when used with different input videos, de-
pending on the hardware on which it is executed. In this
vision paper, we coin the term deep software variability
to refer to the interaction of all external layers modifying the
behavior or non-functional properties of a software. Deep
software variability challenges practitioners and researchers:
the combinatorial explosion of possible executing environ-
ments complicates the understanding, the configuration, the
maintenance, the debug, and the test of configurable systems.
There are also opportunities: harnessing all variability layers
(and not only the software layer) can lead to more efficient
systems and configuration knowledge that truly generalizes
to any usage and context.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software systems can often be configured to reach specific
functional and performance goals, either statically at com-
pile time or through the choice of command line options at
runtime. Beyond having a strong impact on non-functional
properties [12], this configuration stage may introduce bugs
[1, 4, 45], or even prevent the software from starting alto-
gether [42]. Several researchers have been investigating the
use of testing or statistical learning to determine whether
a specific configuration would raise an error [36, 44], or to
predict performances [25, 32], typically in a controlled en-
vironment. However, it has been shown that the software
environment (in a broad sense, see Figure 1) can interact
with its configuration, thus changing its validity [7] or its
performances [10, 16].

Figure 1: x264’s deep variability

That is, only considering the software layer might hide
important bugs or provide non-optimal values for config-
urations’ options of the software. Environment properties
(hardware, operating system, etc.) can be organized into vari-
ability layers, as those depicted on Figure 1. We call deep
software variability the interaction of all variability layers
that could modify the behavior or non-functional properties
of a software.

We illustrate this concept of deep software variability with
concrete examples in Section 2. We emphasize the challenges
and opportunities of configuring a software w.r.t. this deep
software variability in Section 3. We highlight existing re-
lated work in Section 4.
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2 EXAMPLE
Let us illustrate the concept of deep software variability with
x264, a popular, highly-configurable video encoder. In Fig-
ure 2, we show the duration of the video compression (in
seconds) and the size of the encoded video (in MB), for two
configurations1 under two different environments2. Perfor-
mances were measured with two different input videos3 and
the same version of x2644. The remainder of this section
describes five challenges related to x264’s deep variability.

Figure 2: Combinatorial explosion of cross-layer con-
figurations for measuring x264’s deep variability

2.1 Impacts of variability layers
According to Figure 2, changing environment A for envi-
ronment B would make the compression approximately 15
times longer. However, the compression durations of config-
urations 1 and 2 remain stable, and roughly proportional be-
tween A and B for both videos. There are more complicated
cases, where the variability layers change the relative
importance of configuration options. For an example,
switching from configuration 1 to configuration 2 (i.e., deac-
tivating the featurembtree) decreases the size of the encoded
animation video (33MB↘ 21MB), while it increases the size
of the encoded vertical video (28MB↗ 34MB). It becomes
difficult to determine the effect that mbtree may have on the
size of the output video. Similar results have been reported
in the literature [3, 16, 38]: hardware, input data, software
version (or a combination thereof) can impact performance
properties of x264.
11 : mbtree activated, 2 : mbtree deactivated
2A : Ubuntu 20.04 LTS on a Dell Latitude 7400, B : Debian 10.4 on a Raspberri
Pi 4 model B
3animation for the 𝐴𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_1080𝑃 − 3𝑑67.𝑚𝑘𝑣 video, vertical for the
𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑉 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜_1080𝑃−2195.𝑚𝑘𝑣 video, both extracted from the Youtube
User General Content Dataset [40]
4x264version 0.155.2917, git commit 0a84d98

2.2 Deep testing and benchmarking
To go further than the example of Figure 2, let us consider a
general x264’s performance model that has to work in envi-
ronments A and B, but for 10 input videos and 20 boolean
features of x264; assuming that each video is compressed in
ten seconds, testing exhaustively the 21 millions of possible
configurations would take about 8 months of computation.
Regardless of the time needed to compute these measure-
ments, it would require both a lot of human and compu-
tational resources to test multiple environments and a
framework allowing to measure performances on an higher
level than the software layer (e.g., automatically testing mul-
tiple workloads and input videos).

2.3 Improve documentation
Occasionally, requirements between layers can break the
build of x264. For instance, manually compiling x264(version
0.152.2854, git commit e9a5903) on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS requires
the upgrade of the Linux package nasm (version > 2.13)5,
unless one deactivates asm during the compilation (i.e., spec-
ifying the configuration option –disable-asm). To the best of
our knowledge, this information is neither centralized
nor included in the official documentation ; we have to
search in forums, where developers gave the answer to this
problem. Add: (1) software dependencies (2) the effects of a
variability layer on software performances would certainly
improve x264’s documentation.

2.4 Generalize the configuration
knowledge

Between environments A and B, both the hardware and its
operating system are changed. What would be x264’s perfor-
mances on the environment C, composed of A’s hardware
and B’s operating system? Can we estimate them without
measuring configurations in environment C (i.e., just with
measurements of environments A and B)? As long as we are
unable to quantify the marginal effect of each layer, chang-
ing a single property of the environment makes us in-
capable of predicting x264’s performance.

2.5 Cross-layer tuning
By generalizing the measures of Figure 2 on other environ-
ments (cf. Section 2.2), a streaming website could then au-
tomatically choose an environment, and configure a server
fully dedicated to the encoding of the animation video. In
order to achieve this specialization, experts would have tofix
the layers’ variability, selecting the optimal configuration
corresponding to this setting, and hopefully increasing the
overall performances of x264.

5We cross-checked the information provided in this webpage

https://wiki.videolan.org/Category:X264/
http://www.linuxfromscratch.org/blfs/view/svn/multimedia/x264.html
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3 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
We propose to break the deep software configuration chal-
lenge down to five steps:

(1) Identify influential variability layers that impact soft-
ware’s non-functional properties

(2) Test software’s performances inmultiple environments
(3) Improve knowledge about how configurable sys-

tems interact with their environments
(4) Transfer performances across environments and build

performance models robust to environment changes
(5) Specialize the environment for the software, i.e., con-

figure each layer to improve software performances

For each step, we describe the current problems encoun-
tered by users or developers, the challenges that researchers
could tackle, and the potential benefits of facing them.

3.1 Impacts of variability layers
We identify at least four potential variability layers:

• Hardware: material part of the computer on which
the software is executed. Examples of properties: the
computer or server model and brand, the amount and
type of Random-AccessMemory available or theGraph-
ics Processing Unit frequency and memory, etc.

• Operating system: the operating system and depen-
dencies that could be used by the software. Examples
of properties : the distribution of an operating system,
its version, the linux kernel version and modules, the
packages that are installed on the operating system,
etc.

• Input data: the raw data fed and processed by the soft-
ware. Examples of properties: a video for x264, a word
or a sentence for an online translator, a C program for
a compiler, etc.

• Software: how the software was configured and built.
Examples of properties: any configuration option (e.g.,
–no-cabac for x264), how the software was compiled
(compiler and version), the version of the software, etc.

Figure 1 shows an example of these layers and possible
impacts on two performances (encoding time and size).

3.1.1 Problem. Software practitioners may not be aware of
the impacts of some layers over some performance properties.
In fact, it is hard to know a priori which and to what extent
configurations’ layers do have an impact on software. For
software variability researchers e.g., seeking to train predic-
tive performance models, these variability layers can disrupt
the model’s training and weaken the results, preventing their
generalization and making them useless to operate under
different conditions.

3.1.2 Challenges. Can we predict how much (combination
of) variability layers will change non-functional properties
of a software? Owing to the cost of executing cross-layer
configurations’, identifying the influential layers remains a
challenge; their importances might vary depending on the
subject system, the targeted non-functional property as well
as the software configurations considered. While characteriz-
ing the impact of variability layers individually is necessary,
it is not sufficient. As observed for software options, we con-
jecture that cross-layer configurations interact and can alter
software performances and configuration option’s effects.

3.1.3 Opportunities. Once their effects have been identified
and quantified, the influential variability factors can be lever-
aged to improve software performance, while the others
remain fixed and can be forgotten (e.g., when benchmarking
or transfer learning, see hereafter).

3.2 Deep testing and benchmarking
3.2.1 Problem. Since each user applies the software on his
input data, with his dependencies on his laptop, there are
almost as many possible environments as users. Because
of the combinatorial explosion of possible environments, it
becomes time-consuming to test all possible environment
performances (cf. Section 2.2). Moreover, testing all variabil-
ity layers requires to test variability on the system level,
which is not supported by existing tools.

3.2.2 Challenges. How to sample a good benchmark of en-
vironments? A good benchmark should be representative
of the real usage of the software. It has to contain not only
a wide variety of possibilities within a layer (e.g., different
brands or models for the hardware layer), but also cross-
layer diversity (e.g., several variants of software running in
different versions of operating systems). These two rules
should be followed, in order to avoid missing corner case
environments, in which combination of layers interact with
software features, causing performance bugs.

Can we build a framework that tests configurable systems
in multiple environments? In general, testing software con-
figurations requires to automatically observe their properties,
being functional or related to performance. Deep software
variability further challenges the automation: (1) each layer
(e.g., operating system) may come with its own specific tool-
ing; (2) integrating all layers together to test the software
is not straightforward: for instance, instrumenting the tests
of a software configuration in variants of hardware and op-
erating systems. Another open challenge is: Can we detect
corner cases configurations of layers that eventually cause
software’s performance bugs? As exemplified in Figure 2, a
change in the input data or hardware can cause performance
differences. There are two hypotheses worth investigating.
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First, such differences are expected and can be explained.
For example, it is normal that a given software option has
more or less effect when processing over a specific input. A
second hypothesis is that performance differences among
variability layers are in fact a manifestation of a software
bug that causes an accidental and unexpected decrease in
performance. For validating or refuting the "bug or feature"
hypothesis, software developers and domain experts of the
different layers should be involved e.g., by reviewing perfor-
mance results or formalizing expected impacts of layers.

3.2.3 Opportunities. Some software bugs, especially related
to performance, never manifest in a fixed environment. The
diversification of the different layers is an opportunity to test
the robustness and resilience of the software layer inmultiple
environments. Another observation is that an absolute num-
ber for e.g., execution time has little meaning in itself and in
a fixed environment. On the contrary, some performance is-
sues are noticeable under the conditions the distributions are
put in perspective and compared to others. That is, another
opportunity to detect unexpected performance differences
relatively to different configuration layers. Overall, develop-
ers and operationals can exploit deep software variability to
detect more (performance) bugs.

3.3 Improve documentation
3.3.1 Problem. Assisting users in charge of configuring soft-
ware is a still an open issue per se; deep software variability
exacerbates this problem. As described in Section 2.3, im-
pacts of different layers are only partially reported in the
documentation. Due to the lack of documentation on the
relative effects of configuration options, practitioners have
to ask directly to experts in forums or open topics to make
their software work, or just to configure it properly.

3.3.2 Challenges. Can developers include deep software
variability constraints and effects in the documentation?
The challenge is to develop user-friendly documentation
that alerts users to the effects of deep software variability,
its requirements, and gives them an overview of how the
software should be configured for their environment. This
documentation could be used as a pretext to centralize mea-
surements from volunteers, benefiting to the community
members ; users could compare their usage of the software
to others running it in similar environments.

3.3.3 Opportunities. Building such a documentation would
encourage the fine-grained, informed customization of con-
figurable systems. When the effects of software options are
captured, users may try to optimize and conveniently replace
the default software configuration. Advanced users could
even build their own variant of the software, working in their
environment and fulfilling their own needs. Furthermore,

different experts can participate to the customization process,
each focusing on their domain of expertise (e.g., hardware,
operating system) with the help of a precise documentation.

3.4 Generalize the configuration
knowledge

3.4.1 Problem. Changing a simple property of its executing
environment can alter the performances of a software.
For instance, operating systems evolve frequently, intro-

ducing numerous changes in software environments; per-
formance models has to evolve and adapt their prediction
following the same rule. Unfortunately, practitioners cannot
afford to train one new model per environment.

3.4.2 Challenges. Is it possible to accurately predict soft-
ware performance for any environment?

The goal is to train a general model that aims at pre-
dicting software performances for any user’s environment
(i.e., robust to major changes, like changing simultaneously
the hardware and the input data). Another achievement is
to identify the limits of the model, and include the tests
(cf.Section 3.2) as a part of the learning process when trans-
ferring performances leads to poor predictions.

3.4.3 Opportunities. Being able to transfer performance
from one environment to another avoids the need to build a
performance model for each environment, thus saving time
and energy resources. From the user’s point of view, it al-
lows to estimate the performance of a configuration without
testing it, facilitating the configuration of the software for
its environment.

3.5 Cross-layer tuning
3.5.1 Problem. Some operating systems and packages in-
clude options that may be over-adapted to the environment
in which they run. In a sense, these layers are too general-
purpose. It can lead to performance bugs when the config-
uration options misidentified the software environment. In
the same vein, a software always configured with the default
values will not benefit from the optimization coming from
its environment (e.g., parallelization if the default sticks to
sequential tasks), wasting energy and computing time.

3.5.2 Challenges. How can we tune the software for one
specific executing environment? Instead of enduring deep
software variability, the goal is to pre-select the right envi-
ronment for the software, tuning each layer separately in
such a way it improves the overall software performances.
The tuning process may have a cost since it requires to know
which variability layer has an effect on software, what will
be its interactions with other layers, and how to configure
it in symbiosis with the rest of the environment. This cost
should be confronted to the underlying benefits.
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3.5.3 Opportunities. Since cross-layer tuning works on mul-
tiple variability layers, in comparison to a simple software
tuning (i.e., mono-layer optimization), we expect it to largely
outperform default values configurations in terms of perfor-
mances (e.g., energy consumption, execution time, etc.) while
keeping the same level of service. Cross-layer tuning should
be more efficient at accomplishing a unique task; however,
it requires to restrict some flexibility (e.g., at runtime) and
forget some variability of each layer.

4 RELATEDWORK
For each step defined in Section 3, we refer to existing re-
search papers that have identified and addressed parts of the
deep software variability.

4.1 Impacts of variability layers
Numerous research papers study the effects of variability
layers on software’s performances or on configuration op-
tions: hardware [10, 35, 43], workloads [19, 20, 24, 30, 43],
variants [22, 37], versions [13, 29, 37, 41], compilation op-
tions [15, 27] and input data [3, 8]. Such studies provide
evidence that some layers have a noticeable impact on the
software (configuration) layer. Deep software variability pro-
vides a conceptual, unified framework to systematically in-
vestigate the significance of the problem. To the best of our
knowledge, there are two open research directions: (1) a
systematic and comprehensive assessment of the influence
of individual layers onto the distribution of software con-
figurations: only a few hardware, input data, or software
configurations are usually considered; (2) empirical knowl-
edge about how layers composed and interact each other, for
example how hardware and input data both influence the
performance properties of a configurable system (e.g., x264).

4.2 Deep testing and benchmarking
Related work proposes several methods to test the software
layer, typically to improve coverage of the software con-
figuration space: combinatorial interaction testing [7], t-
wise [26, 36], genetic algorithms [14], adversarial machine
learning [33], to name a few. These approaches are usu-
ally applied at the software layer, but need to be adapted
at the system level (e.g., operating system) and integrated
into a comprehensive testing or benchmarking pipeline. The
effectiveness of existing testing methods (e.g., differential
testing [21], metamorphic testing [31], multimorphic test-
ing [34]) in the context of deep software variability is another
research direction.

4.3 Improve documentation
State of the art provides evidences that documentation some-
times lacks of details [2, 11], and give insights on how to

build a configurable system’s documentation [5, 6, 28]. Deep
software variability further challenges developers of soft-
ware configurable systems: the configuration documentation
should mention the potential effects of other layers on the
tuning of configuration options.

4.4 Generalize the configuration
knowledge

Several research papers have shown that it is possible to
transfer software performances from a source environment
to a target environment, using either the similarities between
environments [9, 16, 39], or selecting the best source environ-
ment [23]. Including causalities in the performance model to
improve the transfer [17, 18] is another promising research
direction to explore. Deep software variability provides a
concrete case for transfer learning: a change in a specific
layer (e.g., hardware) is a new target environment and calls
to adapt the prediction model obtained out of a source (i.e.,
original environment).

4.5 Cross-layer tuning
Various research papers [15, 19, 20, 24, 27, 43] configure their
variability layer to optimize non-functional properties of
software, while others, as [8, 30], adapt configuration options
of software to variability layers. Such works are in line with
the vision exposed in Section 3.5 though only one layer at
a time is usually considered as part of the specialization
process.

5 CONCLUSION
In this vision paper, we proposed deep software variability
and described its many challenges and opportunities. As
illustrated with x264 and partly observed in the literature,
many layers (hardware, operating system, input data, etc.),
themselves subject to variability, can alter the configurable
software layer. Deep software variability calls to investigate
how to systematically handle cross-layer configuration.
At this step of the research, we ignore to what extent

deep software variability impacts performances of software.
May configurable systems be more or less sensitive to deep
variability, depending on quantitative properties of interest
(e.g., energy consumption, execution time)?

In fact, deep software variability concerns all scientists
that aim at publishing reproducible research works; if your
results are not consistent from one environment to another,
your conclusions could be either weakened or invalidated.
Many scientific domains are potentially impacted. Applied to
ethical decisions, deep software variability could also have
dramatic consequences; what would you do if a machine
learning model deciding on the release of a prisoner changes
its prediction when modifying its executing environment?
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To make the vision of this paper more explicit, we recall
the general idea of this paper: when considering software
variability, we encourage you to broaden the scope of your
research, and include parts of software environments in the
study. Lastly, we illustrate how we could use the different
steps detailed throughout the paper to concretely handle
deep variability for a given software:

(1) First, we have to identify influential variability layers
for this software. For instance, to estimate how the
input data layer interacts with its configuration op-
tions, we could consider a large amount of inputs and
measure their effects on performances. If the effects of
features remain the same across all inputs, we could
argue that input data is a negligible layer of variabil-
ity, and could remain fixed when benchmarking the
software. If not, this layer is influential, and a represen-
tative set of inputs should be extracted. This process
should be applied to each layer.

(2) Each influential layer of variability is now represented
by elements of reference condensing its inner vari-
ability (e.g., for the hardware layer, at least a server,
a laptop and an Arduino). Then, we propose to mea-
sure software performances in different environments,
composed of different layer’s elements (e.g., a laptop
extracted of the hardware layer, an operating system
coming from the operating system’s layer, etc.).

(3) Computing these measurements will allow us to detect
some bugs and reference them in the documentation.

(4) With this sample of measurements, we could build
a performance model working for all environments.
A novel environment would be associated to a set of
reference elements. With transfer learning and sam-
pling techniques, we would be able to build a dedicated
model designed for this new environment.

(5) Being able to predict accurately the performance of
each environment would allow us to improve the de-
fault configuration of softwarew.r.t. their environment,
i.e., tune them for their environment.
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